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Dynamic Landscape
The Theatre of Time Unfolding

Thesis Book was written and designed by Mo Kong.
All of the photographs and works by other artist are reproduced
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be corrected in subsequent editions.
The original content and design of this book is © Mo Kong, 2020.
Printed and bound by Printer Company Name.
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Mergenthaler Linotype Company, 1983.
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The Theatre of Time Unfolding

What tools of representation
allow landscape architects
to respond to time?

Introduction
Landscape, as the theater of time’s unfolding,
shows us the evidence of time through change,
such as that created by dynamic ephemera like
wind, light, shadow, humidity and temperature, or
that of seasonal changes through plant growth,
form’s becoming and decay, and/or the shifting of
culture and emerging of development.
The other important ingredient in our understanding of time is perception. Due to human’s
particular perspective and scale, they could not
always perceive the ever-changing quality of the
landscape through their senses. When things
change, they do not change in a vacuum. There
is a ripple effect from each change. These ripples
are shaped by the underlying structures of flow,
force, friction, and interrelationships, “an invisible
landscape” that is “more an unfolding spatiality
than surface appearance, more poetic property
8

than the delineation of immediate real estate”.
However, as landscape architects, we often talk
about how we lack tools to communicate and
work with not only time, but typically experiment
with the representation of time in physical landscape images. What if landscape architects attempted to understand time through representing
the “invisible landscapes” that shape our perception of time and influence how it unfolds. Conventions like plan, section diagram or rendering,
are important tools used in an instrumental and
picturable way, however, I would like to explore a
pairing of these standard modes with new overlays of invisible forces. Together, these drawings
could allow designers to communicate more poignantly and effectively about the dynamic world
we live and design in.

9
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01 LITERATURE REVIEW

What is time?
How does time relate to
landscape architecture?

10
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“The world is not
a collection of things,
it is a collection
of events.”
— Rovelli Carlo

Definition of Time
Structure/
People usually think about time as a linear

“Thinking of the world as a collection of events,

structure, with one definite direction towards the

of processes, is the way that allows us to better

future, like a colossal train moving silently at a

grasp, comprehend, and describe it.”

constant speed. However, when the physician, as
well as a poem Carlo Rovelli, talks about time
scientifically, he says, “Times are legion: a

Scale/

different one for every point in space.” Instead of

Perspective/

one single timeline, there is a vast multitude of

It is important to understand that our own

times indicating the network of events in the

perspective and the scale of human time affects

world happening at different rhythms. Moreover,

our perception of the time of the surrounding

each event does not exist independently but

world very much. According to what Rovelli said,

affecting each other a lot due to the interwoven

“In order to understand time, it is not enough to

forces. In the book order of time, Rovelli

think of it from outside: it is necessary to

mentions Matisse’s s painting “the dancing Shiva”

understand that we, in every moment of our

(figure 1) as the metaphor of the notion of time

experience, are situated within time.” Our special

and the arms interlocked and twisted implies the

perspective towards to the world decides the way

force of interaction between the events.

we experience it. Just like what Ann Winston Spirn

According to his explanation about time, we can

said “if the human life span were a day, flowers

better understand that everything is actually in

might seem as enduring as rocks, if we lived

the process of change; even for those “things”

thousand years, rock might seem mobile”. Our

look still, they are also ceaselessly changing at

particular human’s scale makes some change and

the unnoticeable speed. Our world is a

process more visible for us than others, for

complexed dynamism. This way of understanding

instance, the seasonal change is more visible than

influences our perception of time and the way we

the plate movement.

observe the surroundings. Like what Carlo says,
12

"If the world is upheld
by the dancing Shiva,
there must be ten
thousand such dancing
Shivas, like the dancing
figures painted by
Matisse..."
— Rovelli Carlo
13
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“Time is the fourth
dimension of
landscape architecture.”
–– Michael Laurie

Relationship of Time with
Landscape Architecture
Definition of Landscape
Landscape, as the medium of the landscape
architecture to work in, according to the definition
given by Brian Hackett, "is subject to change and
growth." When people think about landscape and
change, like what Michael Laurie's understanding,
is implying "the primacy of plant material for
landscape architecture since it is the main
landscape material that changes visibly over
time." Indeed, working with plant material to
engage in the ecological process is the primary
strategy for the landscape architect to achieve
either design for sustainability, function, or just for
the aesthetic values in the concept of changing
over time.
Michael Desvign is a representative landscape
architect who has a strong design philosophy
about time embedded in the practice. He defines
his design as an "intermediate landscape" that
emphasizes the process and open-ended design
to allow for flexibility in the ever-changing
context. This concept requests landscape
architects to consciously take advantage of the
unpredictable unfolding of time inherent in
landscape, which refers to the transformation of
plants, in most cases. Desvign's works are usually
applied in an extended period of development in a
14

broad context, dealing with the relationships

dynamic, systematic, and divergent way of

Traditional representation, usually assumed as the

between the urban and the countryside.

thinking. So we see the wave not as a thing but a

inertia of passive and objective, may not depict

Nevertheless, that is just one aspect of the

movement of water and forms it always

the existing or project the conditions neutrally, but

readings about time within landscape

differently. Form, as we regularly mention in

an innovative way of representation, "eidetic

architecture.

design, "is resonance and expression of

images," according to James Corner's saying, can

embedded forces," looks static but actually in an

present more actively, engendering, unfolding,

Why Time Matters

undetectable change. Through proper guidance,

and participating in emergent realities to achieve

As we know that time is universal, there is not

countless events/phenomena can play as the

the full eidetic scope of landscape creativity. He

supposed to have exceptional relations when it

agency to interrelates the natural processes and

uses the term "Eidetic" here to refer to a mental

comes to the landscape but It is significant for

social/cultural processes as the role of landscape

conception that is not only picturable but also

landscape architects to point that out and truly

architecture.

acoustic, tactile, cognitive, or intuitive, which is

understand the meaning of it. Since the world is a

another way of reading time in the landscape but

collection of events, we can assume that

Critic

from the perspective of human perception. James

landscape, as part of the world, is also made up of

However, there is "a contradiction between the

Corner thinks of using "eidetic imaging" which is

processes. Therefore, in the landscape, there are

discipline defining itself on the basis of dynamism

an representational technique of

vast multitudes of time, in all kinds of time scales,

and change, but having a static concept of time,"

conceptualization, to stimulate a broad range of

at different speeds of change, some are

as Julian Raxworthy argues. Landscape architects

ideas that lie at the core of human creativity.

perceptible and noticeable, some are not, but

usually work behind the desk, involving in the

they all contribute the dynamism of landscape

process through drawings and modelings with no

through their ways. Except for the growth of

physical engagement as gardeners. "It is static

plants, there are also ephemeral phenomena like

because the landscape architects know what they

wind, light, tide, or the invisibly slow changes like

want 'in the end,' regardless of the fact that the

the decay of stone and geographic movement. By

nature of time is unpredictable." Besides, another

understanding the order of time, we can better

limitation may be that landscape architects lack of

apprehend how the different events of the

tools to efficiently communicate the landscape

landscape work and affect each other. Nothing is

dynamism and change.

static or can be separated alone according to this
15
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02 CASE STUDIES
/Timeline

1997 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

1940 ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONISM

1886 CHRONOPHOTOGRAPHY

16

1878 PHOTOGRAPHY

1880 IMPRESSIONISM

1976 ARCHITECTURE

17
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“Reality is only
formed by
memory.”

• Painting

–– Marcel Proust

Impressionism/ tends to capture a split second
of life, a fleeting moment in time on canvas:
the impression. Previously, the still lifes and
portraits, as well as landscapes, were usually
painted in the studio with static light conditions.
The impressionists found that they were able
to capture the transient and dynamic effect
of sunlight by painting outdoors. Instead of
focusing on details and forms, Impressionism
emphasizes the overall visual effects and the
accurate depiction of light in changing qualities,
accentuating the effect of the passage of time.
Impressionists thought change and movement
were crucial elements of human perception
and experience. “It is an art of immediacy and
movement, of candid poses and compositions, of
the play of light expressed in a bright and varied
use of color.”
Principles:
• Capturing the transient changing quality of light
• Focusing on the overall visual effect but not
details and forms

Representation of Time
Time is a mysterious theme that human has been
exploring and understanding for thousands of
years from many different perspectives, from
physics to art. People always embed their life
philosophy which can also be regarded as time
philosophy in their works. Time behaves
differently in different art forms and each artist
represents it in their unique ways. In this case
study chapter, I collect the representative art
pieces from different fields, like painting,
cinematography, photography, and architecture to
explore how time is represented in the works and
what principles are applied.
18

FIGURE 1 (right) Claude
Monet, Sunset on the
Seine at Lavacourt, Winter
Effect 1880
FIGURE 2 (left) William
Anastasi, Subway Drawing,
Courtesy Gering & Lopez
Gallery, New York
19
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FIGURE 2 Pablo Picasso, Portrait of Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler, 1910

FIGURE 4 Salvador Dali, The Persistence of Memory, 1931

Cubism/ As the most influential art movement in
the 20th century, Cubism explores to represent
the world in the sense of time and space, based
on the artist’s subjective experience. To capture
the very unmediated sensations of seeing,
cubists are looking at the fundamental forms and
putting things in the flux to achieve the effect
of simultaneity. In Cubists artwork, objects are
analyzed, broken up, and reassembled in an
abstracted form. Instead of depicting objects from
a single viewpoint, the artist depicts the object
20

from multiple viewpoints to represent the object
in a greater context. It is an art of seeing things in
the moving process, a representation of personal
experience, a way of showing the more dynamic
aspects of things.
Principles:
• Depicting objects in multiple viewpoints
• Analyzing, breaking up and reassembling the
object into an abstract form
• Using hints and synecdoche to imply the identity

Surrealism/ aimed to revolutionize human
experience by unlocking the unconscious
mind and valuing the power of imagination.
The movement’s poets and artists found
magic and strange beauty in the unexpected
and the uncanny, the disregarded, and the
unconventional. Surrealism represents the
juxtaposition of the spiritual world and the reality,
fusing the artists’ inner time and the time in the
general concept.

Principles:
• Using philosophic expression and metaphor
• Automatism: creating art without conscious
thought, accessing material from the unconscious
mind as part of the creative process

21
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Photography

FIGURE 5 Jackson Pollock, Autumn Rhythm (Number 30),

• cinematography

Eadweard Muybridge/ was an eccentric
inventor and photographer who is known for his
pioneering work in the study of motion. He played
an essential role in the development of instant
photography, being able to take pictures in rapid
succession by controlling the exposure time.
This technique allowed him to isolate particular
moments, famously capturing the stages of
motion, to show the audiences the moments that
were imperceptible with naked eyes but apparent
through photography.
Principles:
• Depicting movement as a series of discrete
moments on separate, sequential negatives
• Using a zoetrope to represent objects in motion

FIGURE 6 The Horse in Motion, Edward Muybridge, 1878

Abstract Expressionism/ aims to make the

Figure 6 The Horse in Motion, Edward Muybridge, 1878

art while abstract also expressive or emotional in
its effect , inspired by the surrealist idea that art
should come from the unconscious mind and by
the automatism. It is an art form characterized by
the impression of spontaneity. The improvisatory
manner of creating process records the artist’s
each instant wave of mind, consistently and
intuitively dealing with the relationship of memory
and presence.
Principles:
• Working in a spontaneous improvisatory manner

22
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• Photography
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FIGURE 8 (left) Smoke Trail, Étienne-Jules Marey, 1901
FIGURE 9 (bottom) 'Flight of gull', Étienne-Jules Marey,
1886

Étienne-Jules Marey/ is an influential pioneer
of photography and the history of cinema. In
the 1880s, he was an innovator of the chronophotography technique of taking multiple
successive images, usually on the same print,
to show overlapping and kinetic motion, unlike
the separate freeze-frames of Muybridge. His
work showed the fascinating exploration in early
photography and its more extensive influence on
24

our perception of time and movement.
Principles:
• Taking multiple successive images on single
photo
• Overlaying with structural lines and illustrations

25
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Micromegas Project/ is a series of architectural
drawings made by Daniel Libeskind. In the
drawing of Time Sections, many fragmented
architectural elements from different perspectives
are projected on a 2D surface, illustrating no
single moment but alluding to events in both past
and future, as what he explained,
“An architectural drawing is as much a
prospective unfolding of future possibilities as it is
a recovery of a particular history, to whose
intentions it testifies and whose limits it always
challenges. In any case a drawing is more than the
shadow of an object, more than a pile of lines,

The Manhattan Transcripts/ Developed between
1976 and 1981, the Manhattan Transcripts are a
theoretical visual work by Swiss-born architect
Bernard Tschumi. By coupling drawings and
photographs, the sheets tend to translate the
relationship between space and its use, the
objects and events, the set and script through
architectural drawings. The Transcripts also aim
at revealing the disjunctions among “use, form,
and social values.” Each element is traced on a
different axis to reveal how they relate but never
coincide. Also, he assumes that architecture is a
tool to interpret reality, directing the movement of
people through space.
Principles:
• Translating the events into axonal drawings with
architectural spatial meanings
• Using different axis to differentiate use, form
and social values

• Architecture

more than a resignation to the inertia of

“Architecture is not simply
about space and form, but
also about events, action,
and what happens in space.
The Transcripts aimed to
offer a different reading of
architecture in which space,
movement, and events are
independent, yet stand in a
new relation to one another, so that the conventional
components of architecture
are broken down and rebuilt along different axes. “
— Bernard Tschumi

26
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FIGURE 10 (left) Time Sections, Daniel Libeskind, 1979
FIGURE 11 (right) Increasing Disorder in a Dining Table,
Sarah Wigglesworth, 1997

28

Dining Table/ Sarah Wigglesworth traced the process
of eating a meal at the table and considered a
representation in sequence to show the order and
disorder changing over time. She then used this
analysis as a conceptual foundation of the site
design. Sarah: “Retains of the patina of time,
the traces of past events indelibly etched in the
surface”

29
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FIGURE 10 The Manhattan Transcripts, Bernard Tschumi, 1981

30
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03 EXPERIMENTATION

METHODOLOGY
VIDEO as mechanism of seeing, capturing, abstracting and visualizing

What do I see?
What does it mean?
How do I make something
so that people can also see
them, whitness them or be
immersed in them?

OBSERVE
Videos provide
opportunities to view things
in different ways and
different perspectives,
allowing us to discover the
unfamiliar from the familiar.

CAPTURE
Compared with still images,
videos can be more
effectively applied to
capture and analyze the
changes and the dynamism.

ABSTRACT
The process of filming and
the techniques of editing
qualify videos with the
ability of the diverse ways
of abstracting things or
phenomena, which allows us
different understandings.

VISUALIZE
From 2D representation to
3D design, video can be
used as one of the methods
of translating and idea
testing.

32
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METHODOLOGY
I

Experience Video

1.
2.
3.
4.

List of Takeaways

Design

Experience Video

Hybrid Drawings

Design

Experience Video

Experimental Video

Design

II

III

IV

Experience Video
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Experimental Model

Design
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Film

Edit

Design

I. The Story of the Providence River
/Overview

I. The Story of the Providence River
/Recording Diary

With the understanding that landscape is the theatre of time’s unfolding, this
process aims to use video as the first inspiration and then use it as a tool to
generate the design dealing with time. The process focuses on a confined
yet open space – Providence’s riverfront between the new pedestrian bridge
and Kennedy Plaza. We spend a considerable amount of time conducting
fieldwork activities, which includes observational mapping using notational
systems and site recording using video and photography. The interest in the
defined site lies in its rich variation as well as its proximity to school, allowing
me to observe frequently and consistently in different weather conditions,
also potentially allowing for the observation in different datum lines (close to
the water, the level of the street, top of BEB building, etc. The gathering of
enough data through the aforementioned techniques is done in tandem with
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the experimentation and development of different types of representations
of time, like video pieces or installations, models, or hybrid drawings in order
to render visible the landscape’s invisible temporal qualities. The study starts
with organizing several days of observational footages by exploring the
styles mentioned in the case study. Based on the video, a list of takeaways
can be generated, which can lead to the design idea that may better respond
to the changes in the landscape phenomena represented in the first place. In
this study, the different methods and techniques of representing time will be
tested, and their connections with the design will be explored in a systematic
way.
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SITE PHOTO
Site recording during low
tide with GoPro

A. GoPro/ Still

B. GoPro/ Still

9:00

10:00

11:00

C. GoPro/ Still

D. Phone/ Moving
37
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I. The Story of the Providence River
/Timeline
00:00:02:24

00:00:44:01

00:01:16:03

00:01:37:20

00:02:06:06

00:02:40:04

00:03:01:08

00:03:26:01

00:03:46:15

I. The Story of the Providence River
/Script
HISTORY OF THE RIVER
A clip of an industrial scene is overlapping with a scene of
natural land, a land full of lush marsh, shaking by the wind
from the ocean. Then the scene cut to the aerial view of the
present Providence city. Overlapping is to imply the interrelationships of contents. Black and white emphasize the
sense of history.
TIDE
Changes of tides in the river followed. The width of river
is highlighted in the video and tidal effects is added to
emphasize the variations. Four scales of recordings are
collaged together. A clip of a water texture is overlapping
on a water scene to make the change effect stronger.

CUT TO:

CUT TO:

WATER MOVEMENT
The screen is split into two/three/four screens to show the
different water textures. Collage is used to make the comparisons based on the different aspects.
TIDAL CHANGE
From the same angel, there are two groups of scenes during
low tide and high tide. Speeding up is to show more changes
and make the change more dramatic.
ECOLOGY
As the lens is moving at the beach, the screen zooms in onto
the ground, looking at the details of the beach. There are
many stones and rocks that creat a transition of texture from
coarse to fine due to the force of tide. Some stones are covered by the green sea weed or moss, implying the humidity of
the land. As the tide changes, the screen captures the many
vibrant moments created by the inter-relationship of birds,
plants, water, human, etc.The clips are cut and paced according to the sequence of observation.

CUT TO:

CUT TO:

THE END
00:04:06:22

38
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I. The Story of the Providence River
/Techniques

I. The Story of the Providence River
/List of takeaways

Categorize
Using the video editing software (such as Adobe
Premier Pro, FinalCut, iMovie, etc.) to catagorize
the footages strategically according to the similar
elements in the clips or the sequence of the
storylines

Material Change
Most of the marsh
area decreased and
were replaced by the
concrete material as
the city developing

Permeable

Water Scale
The scale of the water
suface looks different
as the tide comes and
goes

High Tide

Water Texture
With the force of
gravity and air flow,
water surface keeps
change dynamicly,
creating different

Placid

Spirited

Wildlife Activeness
While the activeness
of birds is largely
affected by
tempreture, it's also
related to the tidal
change.

Dawn

Dusk

Texture Of The Beach
Due to the force of
tidal change, there is
a transiton of texture
from coarse to fine

Coarse

Speed Up/ Slow Down
Speeding up the clips makes the long-term
change that is not obvious in the moment more
noticeable. Slowing down makes the invisible
ephemoral change to human scale more visible so
that we can tell more details of the change

Cut& Collage
Cut and collage the clips inspired by the Cubism
as a way to show the different moments of the
event at the same time. Where to cut and how
to collage should be considered carefully. The
edge can be the featured threshold between
the different materials, actions or any principle
defined by the author and the principle is
supposed to be followed continuously

40

Impermeable

Low Tide

High Tide

Low Tide

Fine

41
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I. The Story of the Providence River
/Summary

I. The Story of the Providence River
/Representation

What is Tide
“Tide” as a natural phenonmena, is a collection of
events. Each event has its particular scale of time.
The ways that they are interrelated contribute to
the dynamism of the landscape.

From Video to Drawing
To explore how still images can represent change,
I tried two ways of translating video to drawing.
One is to project a short clip of the video in its
regular speed and tracing it on a piece of paper
with charcoal sticks quickly. Another way is to
grab dozens of key frames in sequence and blend
them together with particular artistic effect to
emphasize the changes in Adobbe Photoshop.
In former process, I have to decide what to trace
and how to trace it in such a short amount of time
to capture the changes. In the latter process, it's
important to decide what's the rate of getting
frames and how to represent it to enlarge

PHOTO Tracing the video projected on the wall

TRACE DRAWING A trace of the water texture with
charcoal stick on a newsprint paper

Water
Movement

Light
& Shadow

Wildlife
Activity

Plant
Growth

Social
Behavior

TIDE

42
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DIGITAL COLLAGE
This is a photoshop collage made by 10 continuous video
frames with soft light blending effect, describing the
ephemeral change of the tree shadow on the water surface.

44
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DIGITAL COLLAGE
This is a photoshop collage made by 30 continuous video
frames with lighten blending effect, describing the ephemeral
change of the light on the water surface.

46
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DIGITAL COLLAGE
This is a photoshop collage made by 130 continuous video
frames with lighten blending effect, describing the ephemeral
change of the tidal river landscape.

48
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DIGITAL COLLAGE
This is a photoshop collage made by 130 continuous video
frames with pin light blending effect, describing the
ephemeral change of the tidal river landscape.

50

DIGITAL COLLAGE
This is a photoshop collage made by 50 continuous video
frames after 5 times slowing down the clip with the hard light
blending effect, describing a flying track of a bird and the
tidal river landscape.
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DIGITAL COLLAGE
This is a photoshop collage made by 60 continuous video
frames with lighten blending effect, describing the ephemeral
change of the tidal river landscape from a aerial view.

52
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CONTOUR TRACE
This is a series of representations of water form
by operating the "trace contour" function in
Adobe Photoshop.

54
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I. The Story of the Providence River
/Design Idea Generation

From " Representation Of Form"
To " Form Of Intervention"
This is a composite sketch of an idea about
translating the representational water form into
the real landform as a way of responding to the
tidal change.
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Film

II. The Light Under Bridge
/Overview

II. The Light Under Bridge
/Recording Diary

Edit

Design

Different from the first process when I left the camera on site and let
it record in a still statement, this time I choose to hold the camera and
recorded as I was walking and moving around. When I looked at the site
through the lens of camera, it did enabled me to pay more attention to the
phenomena that I usually ignored in my daily life. I've been to this waterfront
for thousands of times, but as I'm holding the camera, I couldn't help
myself to be more sensitive so that I found something different, something
"unusual". This time, when I was walking on the opposide of the river to
observe the site with a whole picture view. It was a during the sunset time of
a sunny day. The sun angle was pretty low and there were shinning highlight
textures flowing on the river. When I was filming the site and the water, I
happenly noticed that there were indistinct light reflection of the water on
the concrete wall and columns under the wood dock. I was intrigued by that
very much. So on the second day, during low tide moment, I got down to the

The Wood dock

stairs and stepped on the mud, scared away the birds and then arrived into
the space under the dock. It may not a space supposed to be accessible
easily and there were probably no reasons for people to do that but the lens
led me there.
The flowing texture of light on the wall dynamically drew the outlines of the
water, revealing the ephemeral tidal change. Instead of capturing the regular
scale, I focused more on the micro scale so that the change looked much
more visible. When editing the video, I tried ot make it more immersive just
like what I experienced. To achieve that, I didn't include many contextual
information but more details I observed.

Rocks

3/10/20–3/11/20

Camera set
Threshold

Time
/Day
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SITE PHOTO
Site visiting from another
side of the river
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II. The Light Under Bridge
/Timeline
00:00:00:00

00:00:05:02

00:00:08:09

00:00:12:04

II. The Light Under Bridge
/Script
INTERACTION WITH THE STRUCTURE
The sharp contrast highlights the reflection of water on
the understructure of the wood dock, creating an unknown
bizarre world. When the light skims over the surface, even
the sill structures look like moving as the rhythm. Different
perspectives of the structure present the interaction of
light and shadow through this simple iteration. The Black and
white filter with the high contrast effect intense the light
change. By putting a mask on the wall, how light interacts
with the beam is emphasized.
INTERACTION WITH THE MATERIAL
The light change describes the detailed texture, telling
people the clues of the physical material and
space. Different layers of light make the surface not flat
anymore. Zooming into the micro scale without giving too much
context makes the video more immersing and ambient.

00:00:18:04

00:00:24:09

00:00:27:05

00:00:31:00

00:00:33:15

00:00:35:05

FORM OF LIGHT
The gap between the two wood docks narrows the shape of light
as a linear form. The form of light looks more ambient within
a more in-depth and more extensive space.
FORM OF WATER
The sunlight portrays the structure of water, which is
corresponding to the experience under the dock. Then the lens
suddenly zooms in to look at the flow of water more closely.
CLOSED LOOK ON THE BEAMS
The specific moment on the beam describes a unique situation
that is hard to be identified. The texture of water overlapped makes the subtle change more obvious. The blurring effect emphasizes the light without regarding the forms.

CUT TO:

CUT TO:

CUT TO:

CUT TO:

CUT TO:

TEXTURE OF LIGHT
The texture of light looks very dynamic. The blurred scenes
make it experiential and immersive. The overlayed water flow
texture amplifies our perception of the change of light and
shadow.
THE END
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II. The Light Under Bridge
/Technique

II. The Light Under Bridge
/Representation

Black &White Filmic Effect

Using Adobe Premier to add black and white
normal contrast filter allows for more intensive
light and shadow effect.

Micro Scale

Zooming into the details or focusing on the micro
scale helps to create the immersive atmosphere.

Blur Effect

Different blur effects help to emphasize the
changing quality of the light, like Impressionism.

LIGHT DRAWING
A series of drawings to show the light
condition under the bridge, capturing
the dynamic reflections due to the water
movement
62
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CONCEPTUAL PLAN
A drawing to show the idea of using light reflection and refraction
to make the tidal change more present to people

Light Reflection & Light Refraction

Tidal Change

The Light of Tide
After realizing the potential to use light to
represent the tidal change, I came up with an idea
of putting structures on the edge of the river.
There can de different scales of installation. Some
of them can be occupied while others are smaller,
floating on the water, moved by the waves ,and
reflecting the light from water to the sidewalk so
that people can also see the dynamism. This way
of visualization doesn't depict the actual form of
the structure but emphasizing the atmospheric
and experiential aspect, in terms of the light
reflection and refraction.
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EXPERIENCE SECTION
This is a series of section
drawings to test the
sequential experience when
walking on the waterfront
and how the installation may
influence the experience.
66

EXPERIENCE RENDERING
These are experimental
renderings to depict the
experience. A certain
degree of abstraction is
necessary to stimulate the
creativity of different design
ideas.
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EXPERIENCE SECTION
This is a series of section drawings to test the sequential
experience when walking on the waterfront and how the
installation may influence the experience. Compared the last
group of section drawings, this group abstracts more to
emphasize the different forces and their interactions.
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Film

Edit

Design

III. Walking Along the River
/Overview

III. Walking Along the River
/Film Diary

In order to get a continuous experience at the waterfront, mainly from
the new pedestrain bridge to the crawsford bridege, I filmed the site in a
sectional way while I was walking along the river. I used my phone to shoot
the video. Without the stablizer, I could hardly get very smooth images but
to consider the bumpy feeling as a part of the experience. However, there
would be less contrast between the static objects, like buildings, and the
dynamic events, like wind, light, water, etc since everthing was shaking.
Because I filmed in a moving way, I clearly saw the contextual transition from
a park, soft materials to a urban, hard edge conditons. The change would
be more obvious if I walked into the downtown area. I only filmed within 30
mins though the ideal would be doing this iterately in the different time of
a day or in several days systematically in order to capture the change and
compare. I can also try to film this way but at different speeds. The most time
consuming part is the editing. In order to depict the sensational ambience,

I firstly extracted frames from the footage then put them in sequence with
part of overlapping to make the echo effect. By doing this, the moving quality
can be emphasized, allowing me to discover the unfamilier from the familier.
In the process, I mainly used experimental video and drawings to visualize
design ideas.

03/24/20–03/25/20

Camera set
Route

Time
/Day
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SITE PHOTO
Walking along the
waterfront

Threshold
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III. Walking Along the River
/Timeline
00:00:02:06

00:00:09:23

00:00:08:09

III. Walking Along the River
/Script
WALKING ON THE RETAINING WALL
Starting from the new pedestrain, there is a retaining wall
connected with a lawn and amount of rocks on the side of
river.
WALKING ON THE WOOD DOCK
Then the scene moves to the wood dock area which is more
bright and open spcae.

CUT TO:

CUT TO:

UPPER LEVEL OF THE DOCK
Going up stairs provides a more exposed space and view.
CUT TO:

00:00:12:04

TRANSITION TO THE EDGE PARK
The scene moves to a space with grass and trees. The buildings at the background are partly blocked by trees.

CUT TO:

00:00:37:11

WALKING ALONG THE EDGE PARK
As towarding to the downtown, buildings are becoming a heavier part in the scenes.
00:00:41:20

CONTINUE TO WALK

00:00:49:08

00:00:53:16

00:00:55:03

00:00:57:10

CUT TO:

A SLOPE DOWN INTO THE WATER
As moving forward, the scene came to a path down to the river. The birds suddenly to fly due to my arrival.
VIEWING FROM THE STEPS
The scence came to capture the view from the step that is
closet to the water surface. Concrete buildings are the major
object.

CUT TO:

CUT TO:

WALKING ON THE WOOD DOCK
The scene came to the wood dock but the one closer to downtown. The scene is full of concrete structures.
WALKING ON THE SIDEWALK
The scene came to the sidewalk when is harder to see the water.

CUT TO:

THE END
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III. Walking Along the River
/Representation

DIGITAL COLLAGE
This is a series of collages that each of them is made with
30-60 video frames blending with soft light effect in Adobe
Photoshop to represent the changing ambience of the
process. The dynamic environment and events are
emphasized by doing this way.
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III. Walking Along the River
/Design Idea Generation

WALL-LIKE STRUCTURE
This is an elevation drawing to express an idea of using a
wall-like structure to rebalance the relationship between the
city and river. It's a plant-covered intervention that is very
sensitive to the environmental change, in terms of the
humidity and sunlight. The wall 's texture can change over
time, creating different light and shadow, helping people to
see the tidal change and the city itself from different
perspectives.

80

REFLECTION STRUCTURE
Here is including reflection and refraction material within the
railings in order to reflect the tidal change onto the ground.
The pavilion creates the space for people to be immersed in
the light change.

WATER INTERACTIVE STEPS
Here is representing the conceptual design of the water
interactive steps area where people can observe different
dynamic way of interactions between water and the
intervention and how they affect each other over time.
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III. Walking Along the River
/Visualization

III. Walking Along the River
/Visualization

From 2D Visualization To 3D Design
In the process of translating a two demensional drawing to a three
demensional intervention, there can be many different options. This time I
firstly start by using an experimental video.

MATERIAL PREPARATION
The photos of the material I prepared for
shooting a video to mimic the experience
of walking along the intervention I
proposed.
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III. Walking Along the River
/Timeline
00:00:02:06

00:00:09:23

00:00:08:09

00:00:12:04

00:00:37:11

III. Walking Along the River
/Script
COLLECTING THE FOG
The first scene shows test the proposed intervention can collect the fog and interact with the humidity.

CUT TO:

PLANTS COVERING STRUCTURE
The scene came to test how the plants grow with structure and
how would that combination affect the experience.
SEEING THE CITY
The scene came to test how people in this way could see the
city through the texture of the plants and light.

CUT TO:

SEEING THE WATER
The scene came to test how people can interact with the
water.

CUT TO:

REFLECTION MATERIAL
The scene came to test how the material would be like when it
is supposed to be reflective.

CUT TO:

THE END
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III. Walking Along the River
/Design Idea Generation
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EXPERIENCE RENDERING
A drawing to visualize what people see and experience by
using the video frames from the previous study, showing the
different possibilities of interaction of the water and the
92
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EXPERIENCE RENDERING
This is a pair of drawings to visualize the experience during low
tide and the possible changes after a period of time to experiment
with the process of deposit, erosion ,and growth of plants.
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EXPERIENCE RENDERING
This is a pair of drawing to test the experience of people when the
tide is rising and how tide could influence the site in a longer
period of time.
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Film

IV. The City's Unfolding
/Overview

IV. The City's Unfolding
/Recording Diary

Edit

The motivation for me to do the recording was because of the rain. I wanted
to see how this vertical movement of water interacts with the horizontal
movement, which is the river; and how this special weather condition may
influence the experience in general or what else I may discover. During the
shooting process, I came up with an idea of setting the camera under the
water which was gonna provide a totally fresh perspective to see the world.
When I did that, I found something very fascinating. That is the threshold of
the water surface. When I set the camera near the boundary of the water
surface, I was able to capture the change from the world above the water
to the underwater space. Due to the particular angle, the reflection of the
downtown buildings was also captured, changing as the water flow. The
world demonstrated by the river looked unfamiliar but extremely beautiful. It
seems that water extends the city in a poetic and dynamic way.

05/08/2020
Camera set
Threshold

Time
/Day
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SITE PHOTO
Recording the reflection of
the buildings on a rainy day
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IV. The City's Unfolding
/Timeline
00:00:02:06

00:00:09:23

00:00:08:09

00:00:12:04

00:00:37:11

00:00:42:22

00:00:43:27

IV. The City's Unfolding
/Script
THE REFLECTION OF BUILDINGS
The first scene came with the reflection of the buildings
which are iconic for downtown Providence.
THE THRESHOLD
Due to the movement of water, the scene keeps transforming
between the reflection and the underwater space.
BIZARRE LIGHT
When the transitions become more intensive, there is some
bizarre light occurring.
CAMERA INVERSE
As the camera is lifted up from the river, the physical form
of the buildings shows up and then slowly disappears in the
view.

CUT TO:

CUT TO:

CUT TO:

CUT TO:

LOOKING AT THE CITY THROUGH THE LENS OF WATER
The scene came to the reflection of the buildings but in a
reversive way. A leaf is floating through the illusion.

CUT TO:

THE THRESHOLD
Due to the movement of water, the scene keeps transforming
between the reflection and the underwater space, showing the
different textures and interactions.

CUT TO:

THE RAIN
The scene came to the interaction of the rain and the
reflection. Fade out...

00:00:45:12

THE END

00:00:49:26

00:00:55:09
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IV. The City's Unfolding
/Representation

FOLDING &UNFOLDING
This is a drawing to represent how water folds and unfolds the city
according to the video.
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IV. The City's Unfolding
/Representation

THE TENSION STUDY
This is a drawing to represent the sense of tension.
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IV. The City's Unfolding
/Representation
PHOTO COLLAGE
A collage to represent the conceptual design idea by using paper
models and site photos
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visualization to design. Working with both videos
and drawings allows me for being connected with
the site tightly but still not enough. Inbetween the
2d abstraction and the 3d intervention, I think I
missed many crucial steps, like abstract models,
on-site mock-up, and going back and forward
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